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FOrEwOrd

When I lived in the czech Republic, it was easy to write about 
all the different experiences1 I had there. I learnt a lot about 
czech life and culture – and even your strange habits2 like taking 
your shoes off and wearing slippers3 everywhere!

When gate asked me to write a book about the Uk, I tried 
to look at my country from the outside. British people do 
some things differently. I’ve tried to explain why we have our 
own strange habits and to give you an idea of what it’s like to 
live there.

1 experience [Ik"spI@rI@ns] – zážitek 
2 strange habits [streIn(d)Z "hbIts] – zvláštní zvyky
3 slippers ["slIp@z] – bačkory, přezůvky



Chapter One

SO what iS BEing 
BritiSh thEn?
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In this book I often write about being4 a Brit, or coming 
from Britain. However, when people ask me where I’m from, 
I normally answer, ‘I’m English.’ 

So what’s the difference5?
‘Being British’ covers6 the whole country and ‘English’ refers 

only to7 England (not to Scotland, Northern Ireland or Wales). 
I come from the south-east of England and have lived in London 
most of my life. So my view8 is a very ‘English’ one. If you say 
you are from the United kingdom (or Uk), it means you are 
talking about England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
The name great Britain means England, Scotland and Wales (but 
not Ireland!)

So is being British just about drinking tea, talking about 
the weather, sitting in pubs and liking the Royal9 Family? Not 
completely10. We don’t all like tea with milk, we don’t all get 
drunk in pubs, and we don’t all agree11 with the Royal Family!

But only when you go abroad and see how other countries 
do things, you think, ‘Oh that’s new, we don’t do it like that.’ 
So there are many things that make a person British or English. 
I don’t think of myself as very ‘British’ or ‘English’ and I have 
enjoyed living in other countries. But I am who I am because of 
the country I was born in.

And even though you can take the girl out of Britain, you can’t 
completely take Britain out of the girl! 

4 about being – o tom, že jsem
5 difference ["dIf(@)r(@)ns] – rozdíl
6 to cover ["kVv@] – zahrnovat
7 refers to [rI"f@s] – odkazuje na
8 view [vju] – pohled
9 Royal ["rOI@l] – královská
10 Not completely. [k@m"plitlI] – Vůbec ne.
11 to agree [@"gri] – souhlasit
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Language Point 

You can’t take Britain out 
of the girl means that 

even when you take the 
girl out of Britain, you 

can’t take away that she is 
British, she still has British 

ways of doing things.

© FreeVectorMaps.com

Task 1

Label the maps.

a B C D



Chapter twO

‘it’S raining 
CatS and 
dOgS!’
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If you ever visit the Uk, you need to know a few good weather 
phrases. Here are some that will make you popular with the 
local12 people.

‘It’s a bit nippy outside today, isn’t it?’ meaning it is a bit cold 
and chilly13.

‘Oh, it’s drizzling14.’ This is what you say if there’s a light rain. 
However, if it looks bad and rains a lot, you can say, ‘Oh, It’s 

chucking it down,’ or ‘It’s raining cats and dogs.’
And on the very few occasions15 in the Uk when it’s very hot, 

you might say, ‘Phew, it’s a scorcher16!’
We love talking about the weather. It doesn’t matter if the 

weather is nice, or too hot or too cold. I think the weather 
might be the country’s favourite topic of conversation. People 
love talking about it because it’s always changing, and it’s an easy 
conversation to have with people you don’t know. British people 
are not very good at talking about their feelings, but they will 
happily have a conversation with you about the weather!

12 local [l@U"k@l] – místní, domácí
13 chilly ["tSIli] – chladno
14 to drizzle ["drIz(@)l] – mrholit
15 occasion [@"keIZ(@)n] – příležitost
16 scorcher ["skOtS@] – pařák
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Task 2

Read the text and decide if the sentences are true (t) or false (F). 
if they are false, correct them. 

1 Another word for a tourist is a local. ___
2 When it rains a lot in the Uk, you can say, ‘It’s 

drizzling.’ ___
3 There are not many really hot days in the Uk. ___
4 The weather is not a popular topic for conversation. ___
5 People in the Uk really enjoy talking about their 

feelings. ___

Task 3

What’s the weather like? Write what is going on under the pictures.

1 2 3 4 5



Chapter three

‘My Cup OF tEa’
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My friend came to Prague and stayed 
in a hotel. What was the first thing he 
unpacked17? His travel kettle18 and his tea 
bags. That’s how much British people love 
drinking tea.

The average19 Brit drinks three cups 
of tea a day – that’s an amazing 165 
million cups of tea drunk in the Uk 
every day! Why do we love tea so 
much? Well, it has caffeine in it, so it’s 
a bit addictive20. And we like the taste 
of it. But mainly it’s because tea drinking 
has become our national ritual. 

We drink the first cup of tea when 
we get up to ‘kick-start21’ the day. 
When we need a little energy around 
3.30 pm, that’s the time for a second cup. And back at home in 
the evening most people enjoy their third cup of tea.

Most people in the Uk say that they drink tea because it 
tastes nice, but the main thing is it makes you feel calm. If you 
are feeling sad because you broke up with22 your boyfriend, or 
if you had a bad day, it’s time to ‘put the kettle on’. The world’s 
problems can be solved over a cup of tea.

However, if you order a cup of tea in the Uk, it will always 
be served with milk. It’s nice, I promise you – just try it! People 
started adding milk because the milk cooled the hot water and 
stopped the porcelain cups from breaking. Now people add milk 
to reduce the bitter taste. 

17 to unpack [Vn"pk] – vybalit
18 travel kettle ["ket(@)l] – cestovní varná konvice
19 average ["v(@)rIdZ] – průměrný
20 addictive [@"dIktIv] – návykový
21 to kick-start – nakopnout
22 to break up with sb – rozejít se s někým

Language Point 

Cup of tea is a common 
idiom. When something is 
your cup of tea, you like 
it. When it is not your 
cup of tea, you don’t like 
it. (going to cinema is my 
cup of tea. Football is not 
my cup of tea.)
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Task 4

answer these questions using the information in the text.

1 How many cups of tea does an average person drink in the 
Uk per day?

2 How much tea is drunk by the whole country every day?
3 What times of the day does the ‘average’ British person 

drink tea?
4 Why do British people like drinking tea?
5 Why do British people serve their tea with milk?

Task 5

Put these sentences in the correct order.

To make a cup of tea:

a Squeeze (= zmáčknout) the tea 
bag with a spoon.

B For a British cup of tea add milk. 
C Turn the kettle on and wait for 

the water to boil.
D Fill up (= naplnit) the kettle with water from the tap 

(= kohoutek).
E When the water is boiling, put it into a cup with a tea bag 

inside.



Chapter FOur

‘England’S grEEn and 
plEaSant land’

1

1
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6
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The English countryside is quite different from the czech 
Republic. The czech Republic is definitely wilder. I love your 
forests and your mountains. In South Bohemia I saw a wild 
boar23 with her young and also a herd of deer24 crossing the 
hillside. The wildest thing you’ll probably see in the English 
countryside is a frog! 

If you want mountains, go to 
Scotland, and for lovely forests and 
waterfalls visit Wales. England has soft 
hills and streams25 in the south.

But the English countryside is very 
pretty. There are lots of beautiful 
villages which have stone buildings, 
old-fashioned shops, and pubs with 
thatched  roofs. The fields are full of 
cows or sheep, and little farms sit on 
the hillside.

What I like about the czech Republic 
is the way people live close to the land. 
In the Uk people don’t go blueberry 
or mushroom picking – at school they 
taught us never to pick and eat things 
from the wild because they might be 
poisonous26. 

23 boar [bO] – divoké prase
24 deer ["dI@] – jelen
25 stream [strim] – potok
26 poisonous ["pOIz(@)n@s] – jedovatý

Task 6

Label the photo / picture of the 
english countryside on page 15. 

Language Point 

thatched roofs 
are made of straw 
(= sláma) or reeds 

(= rákos). this was a very 
old traditional way of 
making roofs, and you 

can still see them today 
in some villages in the 

english countryside.
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thE SEaSidE
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If you live in the Uk, you are never 
more than 72 miles (116 km) from 
the coast27. Why? Because great 
Britain is an island. Many British people 
don’t normally think of themselves as 
‘islanders’ because it’s a big country. 
However, we do think we are different 
from mainland28 Europe!

When I was a kid, I loved going on 
holiday to the seaside. It didn’t matter if 
it was cold or grey – and it usually was! 
We hid behind our ‘windbreaks ’ with 
our flasks29 of tea and sandwiches. 

I remember one very wet holiday 
while we sat behind the windbreak in 
our coats in the rain when my mum said, 
‘No more’. After that year we drove to 
the south of France for our holiday to 
find some sunshine, and never looked 
back or holidayed30 in the Uk again!

I do like going on holiday abroad, and 
being in the sun and swimming in warm 
water. But a part of me still likes the 
British seaside. One very important 

thing: You can’t go to the seaside without 
eating a big portion of fish and chips and 
peas. And if you haven’t eaten hot fried 
fish in batter with chips  on a windy 
beach, well, you haven’t lived!

27 coast – pobřeží
28 mainland ["meInl@nd] – pevnina
29 flask ["flAsk] – plochá lahev
30 to holiday – trávit prázdniny

Language Points 

Windbreak is a heavy 
cloth shelter (= přístřešek 
z látky) to protect people 

from the wind.

Beach hut (also known as 
a beach cabin or bathing 

box) is a small, pretty, 
bright coloured wooden 

building found in some of 
the most popular beaches. 
they were originally used 

for changing in/out of 
swimming costumes. now 
they have become quite 

popular, people own them 
or rent them for the 

summer. 
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Language Point 

Chips in British english means fried strips of 
potato (fries in american english). British people 
say the word ‘crisps’ to describe the potato 
snacks that Czechs and americans call chips.

Task 7

scan the QR code or listen to the recording of the chapter online 
and answer these questions.

1 Great Britain is…
A an island and people think of themselves as islanders.
B an island but people forget they live on an island.
c an island but people think they are a part of Europe.

2 a holiday at the English seaside is… 
A usually warm and sunny.
B usually windy and cold.
c usually windy but sunny. 

3 When you are at the seaside, you must try…
A sandy sandwich
B fish and potatoes
c fish and chips

4 When Jo thinks of the English seaside,
A she hates it because of the weather.
B she prefers a sunny French holiday. 
c she is still fond of the English seaside.
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Task 8

the explanations got mixed up, can you put them in the correct 
order?

1 The sea a a smaller area of freshwater in the 
country

2 The ocean B the land next to the sea
3 The coast C a smaller area of salt water with 

land around it
4 A lake D a very large area of salt water; 

they cover 70% of the planet.

Can you name any oceans and seas?

What are the good and bad things about living on an island?



Chapter Six

SChOOl dayS
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I have lots of memories31 from my school days. I remember 
boring essays, and how I felt cold outside when we had to do 
P.E. (or physical education) in the winter. I also remember how 
naughty32 I was in the classroom, and of course how I made 
friends for life.

I went to a comprehensive school33 in a medium-sized town. It 
wasn’t a traditional academic school and we didn’t have a school 
uniform. This was very unusual. But we still had to do all the 
normal subjects like English, maths, science, art/design, geography, 
history, French/german, music, P.E., and religious studies34.

Uniforms
I didn’t have a school uniform and I liked that. But we had school 
rules35, like no jewellery, high heels36 or short skirts, of course. 

What do I think about school uniforms? When you are older 
16–18 years old, you should wear what you want. But when you 
are younger, having a uniform is easier. You don’t have to choose 
your clothes every day and worry about being ‘in fashion’. 
A uniform helps you feel like you ‘belong’ to a school. And not 
everyone in Britain looks like Harry Potter. There are many 
types of uniform. Some schools like a casual37 look, usually smart 
trousers and a sweater with the school logo on. Others prefer 
a more formal look like a blazer, shirt and tie. 

British versus Czech schools
If you’re in the Uk, you have to go to school from 9 am to 
3.30 pm. It doesn’t matter if you are five or 18 years old. It’s 

31 memories – vzpomínky
32 naughty ["nOti] – neposlušný
33 comprehensive school [kQmprI"hensIv] – všeobecná střední škola 
34 religious [rI"lIdZ@s] – náboženský
35 rule [rul] – pravidlo
36 heel [hil] – podpatek
37 casual ["kZjU@l] – neformální, ležérní
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a long day. I was shocked when my kids in the czech Republic 
came home at 1 pm. It was such a short day!

I prefer the czech system of memorizing38 and repeating 
information, especially in subjects like maths. We don’t have 
that style in the Uk any more. Our lessons are much more 
interesting and fun… but… we forget what we’ve learnt and 
we are not very good at remembering facts! Also in the Uk our 
school day is longer but we have more breaks. It’s normal for 
children to go outside for an hour at lunchtime and play games, 
sports or just run around having fun. The czech Republic isn’t 
as good for creative subjects like writing, drama or literature. 
I think the perfect school system would be a mix of both czech 
and English styles!

38 to memorize ["mem@raIz] – učit se zpaměti 

11 years: secondary school (state: comprehensive 
school or private: public school)

14–16 years: exam GCsE (General Certificate
of secondary Education)  job or school?

7 years: junior school (primary school)

5 years: infant school

16–18 years a levels (maturita)

University
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Task 9

Fill in the table, compare and contrast the British and Czech 
schools. Do you prefer Czech or British schools?

British schools Czech schools

Uniform

School day length

Subjects

Breaks

Style of learning

Maturita (at what age)

 Usually yes

Would you like to wear a school uniform? Why? Why not?

What kind of uniform would you like to wear?



Chapter Seven

lOndOn
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I love London. 
Black cabs, red buses, the Thames, 

Big Ben, the British Museum, the Tate 
art gallery, Westminster, Buckingham 
Palace, Hyde Park, Tower Bridge, they’re 
all good… but the real gems39 in the 
city are the markets, the streets full of 
people, and the unusual shops. You can 
never run out of40 places to explore.

London isn’t romantic like Paris. It 
doesn’t have the beauty of Prague, 
but there is something about the 
atmosphere of London. It’s a very 
multicultural41 city, so it feels very alive 
with lots of different kinds of cultures, 
food, and parts of the city.

I’ve lived in many parts of the city – 
North, South and East, but never 
West. West London was traditionally 
where rich Londoners lived, and the 
East End was where the factory and 
dock42 workers lived. Over the years 
East London has become the centre of 
‘cool’  with its art galleries, funky43 bars 
and independent shops.

We moved to East London six years 
ago, and we were strangers to the area. But to my surprise, 
everyone was very friendly – our new neighbours brought 
bottles of wine around, and sent us ‘welcome to your new 

39 gem [dZem] – klenot
40 to run out of – dojít, nemít dostatek něčeho
41 multicultural [mVltI"kVltS(@)r(@)l] – multikulturní
42 dock – přístavní dok
43 funky ["fVNki] – osobitý

Language Points 

cool – fashionable new 
things

greeting cards – British 
people like to send 

a lot of greeting cards 
for different occasions: 

birthdays, Christmas, 
thank you, and even 

‘welcome to your new 
home’ cards

high street – the main 
street with shops
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home’ cards . Very quickly I knew the local postman, the 
milkman and the local shopkeepers. When I walked down the 
high street , there was always someone I knew. It was funny 
that even though I lived in one of the world’s largest cities, there 
was such a strong sense of ‘community44’.

44 community [k@"mjunIti] – společenství, komunita

Task 10

Listen to the chapter by scanning the QR code or on our website 
and fill in the missing words (max 3 words).

Jo thinks that the real attractions of London are 

1 ____________ , streets full of people and unusual 

2 ____________ .

She thinks that London is not as beautiful as 3 ____________ .

West End is where 4 ____________ people lived and East End 

where dock and 5 ____________ workers had their homes.

The author moved to East London 

6 ____________ ago. People there were 

7 ____________ to them and brought them wine 

and sent them 8 ____________ .
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Task 11

try these out.

I like living in 1 (the/a/-) London. It’s 2 (the/a) capital city of 
the United kingdom. great Britain is also known as 3 (a/the/-) 
Uk. It is 4 (a/an/the) island in 5 (-/the/a) Europe. There are 
lots of things to visit in London, you can see 6 (a/the/-) Tower 
of London, 7 (a/the) river Thames, 8 (a/-/the) Big Ben and 
9 (a/the/-) London Eye. I have lived in 10 (the/a/-) East London 
but I have never lived in 11 (a/the) West. London is different 
from 12 (the/a/-) Paris and isn’t as pretty as 13 (a/the/-) Prague.

articles and place names
Normally we don’t use an article for country names, continents 
and large areas for example, India, germany, Asia, America.

We don’t use an article for towns / cities or streets (except ‘the 
high street’).

But if the name includes a group of places or it has a word like 
‘republic’, it needs an article, ‘The Uk’, ‘The czech Republic, 
‘The People’s Republic of china’.

If it’s a geographical area, a river, ocean, or mountain range it 
needs the definite article, e.g. the Bahamas, the Himalayas, the 
Vltava.

GRammaR



Chapter eight

‘hOME iS whErE thE 
hEart iS’
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I love this expression. For me home isn’t the walls and the 
windows. Home is where you live with the people that you love. 
It is a place where you are safe and happy. These words mean 
something to me because I’ve lived in about 17 different ‘homes’ 
in four different countries.

When I was a kid, we didn’t move around much. But when 
I went to university, everything changed. For a start, in the Uk, 
most people choose to go to university far from home. They 
live in student dorms45 or shared accommodation. For me this 
was a great experience. I learnt to eat burnt toast for dinner 
and to remember to pay my bills46.

London
After university I didn’t go back to my parents’ home. Instead, 
I lived in an old flat in East London with my friend Dan. When 
our parents helped us move in, his mum cried and my dad 
looked horrified47. It was a little bit rough. Pigeons48 lived in the 
flat above us. We lived on the 19th floor, and most of the time 
the lift was broken. But it was home for us and it was my first 
experience of living in London.

australia
A few years later I saved some money and went travelling. 
I spent six months living in Australia where I shared my ‘home’ 
with 12 other British travellers. There were usually about two 
to four people sharing each room. It was a big house right in the 
centre of town and there were many parties. The only problem 
was that there was not much cleaning done and nobody cooked 
in the kitchen because it was so dirty!

45 dorm [dOm] – koleje
46 to pay bills – platit účty
47 horrified ["hQrIfaId] – zděšený
48 pigeon ["pIdZIn] – holub
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The Usa
Later in my life I lived in Venice Beach in Los Angeles, about 
five minutes from the beach. It sounds exciting. The only 
problem was that this area attracted strange people, homeless 
people and gangs. Every Friday night the Los Angeles Police 
Department flew helicopters over the area.

But one night the helicopter light was shining into our house! 
Suddenly our house was surrounded by49 policemen and we 
had to leave. The police were looking for a drug dealer. They 
thought he was hiding in a flat upstairs! In the end they didn’t 
find anyone, but what an experience! Some time later we 
decided to leave America and move back to Europe as it didn’t 
feel very safe.

The Czech Republic
When I first moved to Prague, I was surprised that when you 
leave the beautiful historical centre, you see lots of ‘paneláks’ – 
I was even more surprised to see that most people lived in 
them! In the Uk this type of housing is called a ‘housing estate50’ 
and it’s where poor people, single mothers, criminals, gangs and 
drug addicts51 live!

When I first walked through the ‘paneláks’, I was scared 
because I thought someone would attack me. But I soon learnt 
that these are safe places where families, old people, and 
professionals live. I like that there is a strong community and 
mix of people… even though I still think the buildings are ugly!

It shows you that it’s not the roof and walls that are 
important – but the people around you.

49 surrounded by [s@"raUndId] – obklíčen
50 housing estate [I"steIt] – sídliště
51 addict ["dIkt] – zavislý člověk
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Task 12

after reading this chapter, answer the following questions:

1 Name the places the author lived …
2 Where did she have to take the stairs?
3 Where was she was afraid for her safety?
4 Where did she have many roommates?
5 Where did she learn practical skills for life?
6 Where was she surprised to find normal people living?

Task 13

Match the ‘home’ with its description:

1 Detached house
2 Terraced house
3 Flat
4 Igloo
5 Tent

a This ‘home’ 
is made of 
ice and it’s 

a special place 
where Inuits 

sometimes live.
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E This ‘home’ can be put 
up and put down quickly. 
It’s portable, which means 
you can carry it around.

B This ‘home’ is 
on its own, but 
is in a street, it’s 
made of brick and 
has a roof. It is not 
joined to any other 
houses.

D This ‘home’ is found in a row 
of houses, usually made of brick, 
traditionally it’s a smaller house

C This ‘home’ 
is high up, there 

are normally 
lots of them in 
a block. There 
isn’t a garden.
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aFtEr rEading thE 
BOOk

Task 14

a B

C

D
E

Which pictures correspond to what you have read in the book? Look 
at each picture carefully!
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Task 15

VoCaBuLaRY CheCk
Do you remember what these words mean? Match them with the 
Czech definitions.

1 kettle  a velmi teplý den, pařák
2 to memorize  B došková střecha
3 mainland  C kolej, studentská ubytovna
4 scorcher  D chladný, studený
5 dorm  E hranolky s rybou
6 chilly  F učit se nazpamět
7 thatched roof  G elektrická konvice
8 fish and chips  H pevnina

F H

e a s t  l o n d o n
G



solutions:
T1: A England, B Scotland, c great Britain (island), D The United kingdom

T2: 1F, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F

T3: 1 It’s sunny. / The sun is shining.

2 It’s rainy. / It  is raining. 

3 It’s snowy. / It is snowing. 

4 It’s cloudy.

5 It’s stormy. / There is a storm.

T4: 1 3 cups of tea, 2 165 mil cups of tea, 3 morning, around 3:30 pm, 
evening, 4 it tastes nice, makes you feel calm, 5 to reduce the bitter taste

T5: D, c, E, A, B

T6: 1 church, 2 farm, 3 sheep, 4 pub, 5 bridge, 6 cemetery, 7 stream, 
8 phone box, 9 house with a thatched roof / cottage, 10 forest

T7: 1B, 2B, 3c, 4c

T8: 1c, 2D, 3B, 4A

T9: Uk: uniforms: common, day length: 9–3:30, subjects: English, maths, 
geography, breaks: long, style of learning: not memorizing, creative 
approach, maturita: 16-18 years A-levels

 CR: uniforms: not common, day length: depends (7:30–1/3pm), 
subjects: czech, foreign language, maths, etc. breaks: short, style of 
learning: memorizing, maturita: 19 years

T10: 1 markets, 2 shops, 3 Prague, 4 rich, 5 factory, 6 six years, 7 friendly, 
8 cards / welcome home cards

T11: 1-, 2 the, 3 the, 4 an, 5-, 6 the, 7 the, 8- (Ben is a name), 9 the, 10-, 
11 the, 12-, 13-

T12: 1 London, Australia, Venice Beach in Los Angeles, Prague, 2 London, 
3 Los Angeles and Prague, 4 Australia, 5 university living, 6 paneláks, 
Prague

T13: 1B, 2D, 3c, 4A, 5E

T14: A × (British people drink tea with milk not lemon), B  (typical school 
hours in the Uk), c  (windy beach in the Uk), D × (fish and chips 
not potato salad), E  ( Jo at university), F  (British rainy weather), 
g  (East London galleries), H × ( Jo has never lived in New York)

T15: 1g, 2F, 3H, 4A, 5c, 6D, 7B, 8E



Jo Molloy is a writer and journalist from the uk.

She lived in Prague for two years with her czech husband 

and bilingual children, but is now back in her home 

country. even though she misses czech nature, the 

beautiful castles and towns, svíčková and dumplings…

she really doesn’t miss czech grammar!




